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ABSTRACT
Context. Introduction of efficient multimedia technologies combined with the spreading of high-speed
internet connection all over the world has led to the continuous increase in demand of multimedia
services, particularly video and audio. One of the major demands are flexible, interoperable and costeffective lightweight remote collaboration systems in companies. Web Real Time Communication
(WebRTC) is an emerging peer to peer technology that is promising to be the solution to many digital
real-time communication challenges. With its fantastic one-to-one communication capabilities,
WebRTC supports fast and smooth audio calls, video calls, conferencing, data (media file, document
and screen) sharing, gaming and all sorts of messages exchange, all being done straight out of the
browser. However, as shown by investigations and interviews supported by Ericsson AB and Semcon
AB as party of the MERCO (Mediated Effective Remote Collaboration) international project, many
corporate use cases of remote collaboration involve applications beyond the conventional one to one
communication. Present videoconferencing systems (telepresence) limits the collaboration flexibility
due to their lack of the ability to adapt to system resource usage, hence tend to be too heavy for less
powerful devices (laptops, tablets, phones). Moreover, their installation and maintenance costs are too
expensive for small companies. Therefore, new flexible, lightweight and less expensive solutions for
remote collaboration need to be developed.
Objectives. The main objective of this thesis is to identify technical solutions to address the challenges
of resource usage flexibility in WebRTC multi-party remote collaboration systems. Despite concurrent
developments of both commercial and free solutions that provide multi-party videoconferencing
services using WebRTC, present solutions such as the conventional Multipoint Control Unit (MCU),
Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU) and Fully Meshed architectures suffers from issues of excessive
resource usage and cannot deliver the acceptable quality of experience in different use cases, particularly
the mobile environment. The aim of this thesis is to investigate lightweight technical solutions that can
be used to improve the system resource usage in WebRTC multiparty conferencing systems. Through
understanding the architectural designs, benchmarking the performance of various technologies used in
WebRTC and selecting the most suitable techniques a prototype is developed as a proof of concept.
Methods. The first part of the thesis is dedicated to comprehensive study of fundamentals, background
information and related works on WebRTC. This gives knowledge of technologies, techniques and
performance evaluation metrics which help in making appropriate technical decisions during the
experimental development of WebRTC solutions. The second part of the thesis is dedicated to
experimental investigation in which two WebRTC signaling technologies (XSockets and NodeJs) are
evaluated based on call setup time in WebRTC group call. Two lightweight technical solutions for
improving resource usage flexibility (Switching video quality based on speech and using emotions and
gestures instead of video) are evaluated based on system resources (CPU, memory, disk and network)
and user experience.
Results. Based on call setup time of WebRTC multi-party calls, the experimental results indicates that
XSockets is a better signaling technology than NodeJs. The two proposed lightweight solutions have
shown a remarkable improvement based on systems resource usage. A 15% reduction of CPU usage is
observed when using speech controlled video quality switching and further 10% reduction is observed
when video is replaced by emotions and gestures.
Conclusions. Despite the minimal resource usage achieved by using emotions technique, this solution
has usability issues as it cannot detect emotions in poor lighting environment. Consequently, the
solution of switching video quality based on speech is chosen for further implementation. Though, this
technique can be further improved through using machine learning techniques, the current
implementation can significantly reduce the amount CPU, memory, disk and network usage to allow up
to 6 participants to join a single conference call while maintain acceptable quality of experience.

Keywords: WebRTC, XSockets, Signaling, Scalability,
Architecture Design, Performance Evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION
Videoconferencing, digital meetings and skype interviews have become prominent
in today’s workforce yielding the benefits of reducing time and money wasting as well
as environmental impact due to travelling. Nevertheless, present technology still
struggle to overcome challenges like flexibility, scalability and interoperability to
effectively support multi-party remote collaboration with tolerable user experience.
Conventional video conferencing systems lack the capability of adapting to usage of
system resources (CPU, memory, disk and network) along the fly [1]. Moreover, current
technology is not able to capture, transfer and display important details like quick realtime feedback, hence complex collaborations like interactive team work still typically
require physical presence of all partners involved. In order to optimize the development
and business operations of enterprises, efficient and flexible solutions that support multipart interactive RTC are required. Since its introduction, WebRTC has been highlighted
as the solution to most challenges in RTC due to its extraordinary technological
flexibility, allowing the development of lightweight RTC systems with cool features like
screen sharing, screen recording, whiteboard sharing and video/audio chat over the web
[2].
Web based conferencing such as webinars and webcasts supported over TCP/IP
have been available in World Wide Web (WWW) since over 20 years ago. Since then,
technology evolved from unidirectional to half duplex and to interactive full duplex
media exchange, along with the efforts to improve performance and reduce latency, data
loss, utilization of resources like bandwidth and CPU through the use of advanced video
codecs [3]. Affordable digital and video cameras on present day computers and
smartphones are supporting the continuous increase in adoption of real-time internet
video communication. All these positive efforts in real-time web communication
together with increased demand for new applications with better quality experience and
easy to integrate with WWW are some of the motivations behind WebRTC.
WebRTC is as an open source project with an effort to bring RTC APIs to JavaScript
developers, enabling web applications to support different RTC functionalities such as
voice calling, video chat, and P2P file sharing via web browser [4]. WebRTC APIs
works through the conjunction of two technologies, Hyper Text Markup Language
(HTML) and JavaScript [5]. Since it was released, effort is being put to integrate it with
other communication technologies, frameworks and platforms for enabling rich, highquality RTC applications to be developed for the browser, mobile platforms, and IoT
devices, to allow them all to communicate via a common set of protocols. WebRTC in
combination of other technologies like XSockets, Node.js, Vconect, OpenCV, Kinect,
Kurento and other APIs bring up a lot of attractive features and functions including realtime detection and recognition of faces, emotions, and speech and hand gestures straight
from the browser [6] [7] [8]. Investigating the feasibility of integrating these
technologies with WebRTC can enhance the way RTC services are provisioned and
implemented for variety of purposes. Remote collaboration within companies is a one
area where WebRTC implementation is becoming common.
The MERCO (Mediated Effective Remote Collaboration) project is a search for new
ways on how to capture the task space, work space, and communication space by using
off-the-shelf components only. The idea is based on proposing a set of principles for
capturing the work space, including communicating using nomadic devices such as
laptops, tablets or smart phones. Proposed principles will be implemented and evaluated
against each other and a user-study will show how well gestures in the work space are
captured, processed, transferred and perceived by a remote partner [9].
9

1.1

Background
Dramatic outburst of internet communication is pushing for more human-centric
innovations in telecommunication technologies to make life less complicated and more
enjoyable for the people. Concurrent developments in the vision of Internet of Things
(IoT) is forcing rapid deployment of advanced and efficient telecommunication
solutions (5G, LTE, Wi-Fi, BLE etc.) for ubiquitous internet [10]. Digital
communication over the internet is encouraging people to interact, talk, and conduct
business meetings and share any kind of content in a more time efficient, more cost
effective and more environmental and reliable and way [11]. Innovations, enterprises,
business operations are now rapidly moving forward, credit to the introduction of low
cost, reliable and simple platforms for real–time communication now available in
browsers, WebRTC.
With connectivity, automatic intelligence and integrated cameras becoming
standard features of our daily use devices, support for interactive real-time digital
communication is becoming more and more realizable on laptops, smartphones, and
tablets, using different communication technologies. Now, a lot of amazing real-time
digital interaction features are possible directly on web browsers without any need of
plugin download, which is Web Real Time Communication (WebRTC). WebRTC is
bringing new features, functions and services that have never been available before [12]
[13]. It is facilitating the possibility for people to have high-engagement and more
intimate real-time digital communication over the internet. The possibility of
experiencing friendly and informal communication is changing traditions and
conventional communication habits, and transforming interpersonal relationships.
Distance apart is no longer a problem to bring individuals and teams around the world
to connect, discuss and solve problems on a common task together. Now people
efficiently connect remotely with colleagues, recruiters and friends in different ways like
meetings, interviews, gaming or social networks. In addition, WebRTC solutions helps
enterprises, businesses and companies to have lightweight communication alternatives
that will increase the efficiency of their operations. WebRTC is also encouraging
frontend designers, software and device developers to build interoperable (platform
independent) and multi-functional communication tools.
Industry partners are continuously looking to leverage the amazing RTC features
that comes with WebRTC and are in the process of researching and developing
WebRTC systems for effective remote collaboration. Ericsson and Semcon are close
partners in an international research project, Mediated Effective Remote Collaboration
(MERCO) which is aimed to improve remote collaboration in companies. The expected
outcome of the project is a software product that enables and encourage interactive
mobile teamwork and business meetings. The project is based on the idea that when a
company is developing complex products, collaborative teams are required to achieve
product development. Typically, different areas of expertise are required which could
often be located in different cities and sometimes even countries. Systems and
interactive aids that enable mobile communication in these user contexts are however
lacking to provide an opportunity for participants to efficiently exchange ideas and
feedbacks in all the stages of product development.

1.2

Problem Statement
Ericsson and Semcon are working in an international research project (MERCO)
aimed to develop solutions for improving remote collaboration within companies. By
aiming for interoperable (platform independent) solution, it is highlighted that WebRTC
10

in combination with suitable computer vision (CV) technologies will cheaply provide
flexible interactive RTC. Building interactive multi-party RTC systems over the internet
has always been characterised by consideration of the number of participants that can
seamlessly join the conversation without significantly degrading users’ quality of
experience. This is closely associated with the topology distribution of nodes that are
being connected, and more importantly the performance capabilities of different
architectures tends to restrict the number of simultaneous conferences as well as the
number of participants for each conference session.
With the flexibility of WebRTC technology, new RTC topologies are emerging.
From the simple point-to-point topology to full mesh composition, choosing the right
option for each application is very important to deliver a great user experience.
Moreover, selecting the appropriate technologies to integrate with WebRTC for more
interactive functionalities is also crucial for better performance of the system. Facial
expressions, hand moves and small gestures are examples of factors that could be of
concern and perhaps hard to transfer interactively in digital collaboration. This thesis
focuses on the architectural and technical solutions to improve scalability of WebRTC
multi-party remote collaboration system by reducing system resource utilization.

1.3

Research Questions

1. What is the acceptable highest number of participants for a WebRTC conference based
on WebRTC signaling performance of with respect to call setup time?
2. How can speech detection be used to improve system flexibility performance in
WebRTC multi-party remote collaboration with respect to resource (CPU, memory,
disk and network) utilization and user experience?
3.

1.4

What are the performance effects of capturing and transferring emotions and gestures
in WebRTC remote collaboration systems with respect to resource (CPU, memory,
disk and network) usage and usability?

Hypotheses

1. Different WebRTC signaling technologies and architectures have different effects on
total call setup time, hence the total capacity of multi-party digital collaboration
depends on the technology used.
2. Using speech to control video quality and to position the speaker’s video in the
frontend can reduce systems resource utilization and improve the systems’ conference
flexibility as well user experience.
3. Capturing and transferring emotions and gestures instead of video will reduce system
resource usage and improve conference flexibility and user experience.

1.5

Contributions

1. Designing, implementing and evaluating potential solutions and techniques for
providing lightweight remote collaboration systems with improved resource
utilization flexibility and better usability.
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2. The experimental results are meant to be used as input for developing a flexible,
lightweight web-based remote collaboration tool for the MERCO research project
funded by Ericsson and Semcon.
3. Methods, techniques and technologies used in this work can be applied in building
and deploying lightweight and inexpensive collaboration tools which benefit business
potentials to both customers and service providers.
4. Since the code of this project is open source, the developed solutions can be modified
for applications in other areas like automotive, healthy, education, security, marketing
and others.

1.6

Split of Work
Section 1.9 in this thesis document was written by fellow thesis student Venkesh
Kandari.

1.7

Thesis Description
The thesis work described in this document is done in close collaboration with
another thesis done by Venkesh Kandari at Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH),
alongside other three theses done by Pengzhi Zhou at Chalmers Institute of Technology,
Malin Nyström and Hedda Ottersten at Chalmers Institute of Technology, and Artem
Gumeniuk at Gothenburg University.
The work done by Venkesh contributes to the completion of this thesis by having a
contribution of coming up with the appropriate storage mechanisms and technologies
for the final proposed solution. Pengzhi’s work contributed in testing the implementation
and integration feasibility of the techniques proposed by this thesis. The work of Malin,
Hedda and Artem defined the functional and non-functional requirements of the system
and contributed in conducting user tests of the techniques proposed by this thesis.

1.8

Methodology
The first part of the thesis is dedicated to comprehensive study of RTC and WebRTC
background, fundamentals and related works, and is having two main contributions
which help developers to make appropriate technical decisions during the development
phase WebRTC solutions. One is to get a deep understanding of the paramount
characteristics of RTC systems the other is to understand techniques and technologies
presently used in WebRTC systems.
The second part of the thesis is dedicated to experimental investigation which
involves proposing and developing a lightweight scalable WebRTC solution for multiparty, and is having three main contributions. One is to propose a suitable WebRTC
scalable architecture, according to the MERCO project requirement for multi-party
remote collaboration. Two is proposing and evaluating the performance two WebRTC
signaling technologies and technical solutions to improve system resource usage
flexibility. The final contribution is proposing, designing, development and testing the
final prototype as a proof of concept.
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1.9

Challenges
Taking into account that WebRTC development is undergoing during the writing of
this thesis, some of the statements made in this thesis might change in the future version
of WebRTC, though it should not affect overall conclusions.
Due to ongoing updates and depreciation of some APIs, some of the technical
challenges and limitations of encountered in this thesis could change, meaning that some
of the analyzed issues could have been solved.

1.10 Outline of thesis
This thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 1: Explains the scalability and interoperability challenges in digital RTC
systems presently used in companies. It also contains the problem statement, research
questions and contribution of this work.
Chapter 2: Describes fundamental of RTC and how WebRTC is the future solution
of existing challenges in RTC. It also describes WebRTC components and important
performance metrics for evaluating WebRTC systems.
Chapter 3: Presents previous and ongoing works related to web real-time
communication. It also presents research opportunities to improve quality of experience
in this field of communication.
Chapter 4: Gives an overview of the conditions under which the experiments are
conducted, covering the experimental set up, parameters and assumptions considered.
Chapter 5: Presents the results of the experiment and gives a brief discussion on
observations regarding deferent scenarios of the experiment.
Chapter 6: Gives results analysis of the selected techniques and discussion how to
implement them in the final prototype. It also describes the major components, features
and functions included in the final prototype based on the results discussion and
contributions of other theses.
Chapter 7: Contains the conclusions derived based on the experiments, answers to
research questions and also gives directions for future research work.
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2

BACKGROUND
The intention of this chapter is to provide a fundamental understanding of digital
real time communication focussing on the context of multi-party remote collaboration,
covering underlying architectures as well as technical challenges and possible solutions
using WebRTC. This background study helps to understand the potential performance
optimization techniques and important performance metrics used in this thesis.

2.1

Real Time Communication
Real Time Communication (RTC) can be expressed as any approach of
communication where participants can simultaneously transfer data packets to each
other (voice, video or arbitrary data) with low latency. There are several technologies
that enables RTC. WebRTC is an emerging technology that permits computer users to
exchange multimedia content and arbitrary data in real time through the browser. Figure
2.1 shows how communication is setup in simple P2P digital real-time communication.

Figure 2. 1: Real-time communication setup
The scenario represented in figure 2.1 is a simple one to one real-time
communication which is not a big challenge in companies. The challenge comes on
multi-party remote collaboration that is when more than just two remote sites get
involved in the same conversation [14]. For multi-party digital real-time communication
to be more effective and resemble a close to natural communication, low latency is
paramount [3]. To achieve good quality of real time communication, appropriate
architecture and technical solutions must be applied to effectively support different
communication sessions. There are general technical challenges associated with RTC
that should be able handled properly by every RTC supporting system to ensure good
experience of real-time communication in different environments. These challenges
includes signaling, interoperability (resource usage flexibility), scalability, integration
and security. In this thesis, detailed issues about security are not covered as the focus is
on performance and proof concepts. The next sub chapter describes the challenges and
WebRTC possible solutions to these challenges.

2.2

Challenges in RTC
Present digital real time communication systems are having challenges in signaling,
interoperability, scalability, integration, security, latency and cost of development and
14

operation. Using WebRTC, a variety of technologies can be applied to handle most of
these issues, the only question is to select the best solution that suits your needs. A brief
discussion of some of these challenges and how WebRTC is tackling these issues is
given bellow.

2.2.1

Signaling

Signaling is an important process which enables peers in RTC to establish
connection with each other through exchanging handshake, control messages and
network configurations with less delay [15]. Two common signaling mechanisms are
triangle signaling and trapezoid signaling. Triangle signaling makes use of single
signaling server and is mainly used in web applications, while trapezoid signaling makes
use of two signaling servers and is mainly used in telecom. Figure 2.2 illustrates the two
types of signaling mechanisms.

Figure 2. 2: Signaling mechanisms [16]
As shown in figure 2.1, devices within corporate LANs usually run behind firewalls
and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). WebRTC uses IPv4 addressing to connect peers,
meaning all corporate external communications goes through Network Address
Translations (NATs). Typically, WebRTC make use of UDP protocol for fast
multimedia transfer and also several protocols and services above UDP are required
to traverse layers of NAT and firewalls, to negotiate the parameters for each stream,
to provide data encryption and to implement congestion and flow control. To get around
the complexity of real-world networks to establish and maintain a peer-to-peer
connection over UDP, WebRTC uses Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE)
[17], framework which tries to find the best path to connect peers by trying all possible
options and choosing the most efficient working option. Initially, ICE tries to establish
connection using host’s address from OS and network card and this option usually works
internally and of course fails for devices under NATs. For devices under NATs, ICE
tries to obtain external addresses using Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN)
servers and if that fails, traffic is relayed through Traversal Using Relays around NAT
(TURN) servers [17]. Figure 2.3 shows NAT, STUN and TURN in action during
WebRTC signaling.
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Figure 2. 3: WebRTC signaling using NAT, STUN and TURN [17]
In WebRTC, signaling control messages are exchanged as Session Description
Protocols (SDP) and network configurations are exchanged as ICE [18]. There is no
standard signaling solution in WebRTC. WebRTC signaling can be done using several
techniques and technologies which includes copy/paste technique; or using a gateway
like WebSocket over XSockets or Node.js (Socket.io), and network communication
protocols like Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) or the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP). A combination of WebSocket and network signaling such as
SIP over WebSocket can also be used [18]. WebSockets based signaling solutions opens
a bi-directional channel for client server control message exchange, hence tend to
establish the connection very fast. Selection of the signaling protocol is very important
because it will decide the development effort required for certain features as well as the
cost you pay for call setup time of sessions, server performance, session maintenance,
etc. It is a decision that shouldn’t be taken lightly.

2.2.2

Interoperability

Technologies and platforms for enabling digital communication are constantly
evolving as the requirements on quality, latency, security, price, flexibility and
scalability increases. The clients and protocols used are also changing along with the
rest of the technological landscape. As shown in figure 2.4, users today may have
multiple devices, with different software, hardware and network constraints, all of which
are expected to interoperate seamlessly using various ways of internet access.

Figure 2. 4: Interoperability [19]
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A single videoconference session in companies these days can involve various ways
of collaboration which includes telepresence, room system, and desktop and mobile
which is very important for flexibility [10]. A common solution for this kind of
interoperability is to use Web technologies, WebRTC. Most modern computing devices
including smart phones, one-chip, and desktop and laptop computers have support for
various web protocols and standards. This makes it easier to develop applications
without having to care about what specific platforms are being used to run them, hence
WebRTC is solution to interoperability challenges. Another important issue for ensuring
interoperability is the flexibility of system to adapt to resource usage. System should
support the use of portable and less powerful mobile devices conferencing hence
systems should provide lightweight solutions to allow possibility of heterogeneous
devices.

2.2.3

Scalability

Addressing the issue of scalability is one of the major contribution of this thesis.
There are two major contexts on how a multi-party conferencing system can scale. One
of the scalability issues is conference scalability which looks at how the number of
participants per conference session can grow in size while maintaining conversation
quality for already joined peers [20]. Another important open issue is service scalability
which looks at how the number of simultaneous ongoing conference sessions can grow.
WebRTC systems for multi-party conferencing can be implemented using different
scalable architectures which make use of different P2P topologies commonly star or
mesh. The issue is on selecting the most suitable architecture and technologies for
implementation to perfectly suit the purpose of the application.

2.2.4

Integration

Not only efficient resource usage matters on our devices and applications but also
usability, perception quality and how users interact with the service. A system for RTC
should be easy to integrate with other important requirements including services for
storage, performance and cost monitoring, user interaction (UI). Figure 2.5 shows some
of the important features need to be integrated with an RTC system.

Figure 2. 5: Integration
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WebRTC promises easy integration into web services by making it a part of web
browser and HTML5 which may make it easier for a web developer to implement UI
designs. Different WebRTC architectures and frameworks for RTC provides different
levels of flexibility when it comes to integration [20].

2.2.5

Security

The three main pillars of security in digital communication are Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability of service. WebRTC enforces the usage of encryption for the
media. Thereby, WebRTC provides a higher security level than most currently available
commercial telephony systems [21]. In WebRTC, security of transferred data is
guaranteed by Datagram Transport Layer Security protocol (DTLS), which gives
encryption of WebRTC data [21]. Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) and
Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) are used to multiplex the different
streams, to provide congestion and flow control and to ensure partially reliable
delivery as well as other additional services [21]. Since WebRTC application are hosted
in webservers, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks can occur, so it is difficult to guarantee
the service all time and also due to some security polices in some company networks,
external WebRTC service may not be possible. To ensure integrity one important
consideration in digital meetings is authentication. Only authorized users should get
access to the meeting. One way to this is using a user authentication server like Kurento
in WebRTC [22] [7].

2.2.6

Cost

The wide usage of digital real-time communication to reduce travelling costs and
time spend during traveling, hence a RTC service should cost less to establish, operate
and maintain. WebRTC gives the flexibility for companies to build RTC system that are
cheap and easy to establish, monitor, operate and maintain [11].

2.3

WebRTC Background
The first version of WebRTC was announced in May 2011 by World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). This was followed by ongoing two complementary standardization
efforts [23]. The W3C, WebRTC Working Group which is focusing on the APIs used
by web browsers, and the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), RTCWEB Working
Group which is focusing on the protocols used for communication, covering
communication model, session management, security, Network Address Translation
(NAT) transversal solution, media formats, codec agreement and data transport [24].
In June 2011, Google released the source code for WebRTC which were the set of
technologies acquired from Global IP Solutions (GIPS) free of charge for developers.
The source code runs in recent releases of Google chrome and Mozilla Firefox browsers
and is now being used by a wide range of developers to create advanced applications
using just JavaScript, HTML5 and other technologies. The WebRTC APIs are integrated
within the browser and accessible using JavaScript in conjunction with Document
Object model (DOM) interfaces which gives JavaScript all the power it needs to make
HTML dynamic.
In October 2011, the W3C published the first public draft of WebRTC, only
specifying how to send media (audio and video) over the network to other peers, it
defined the way browsers would be able to access media devices without the use of any
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plugin or external software [2]. The W3C draft of WebRTC API is a work in progress
based on preceding work on the ConnectionPeer API defined in the Web Hyper Text
Technology Working Group (WHATWG), and pre-standards concept implementation
was done at Ericsson Labs [25]. The WebRTC Working Group expects significant
developments of specification based on technical discussions within the group,
outcomes of the ongoing exchanges in the RTCWEB group at ITEF, privacy issues and
feedback from groups and individuals.

2.4

WebRTC Components
It is important to know that WebRTC is not just a single API, but it is a collection
of APIs and protocols defined by the various working groups mainly W3C and IETF
[26]. APIs can be defined as a collection of methods and callbacks that help developers
to access available technologies for specific functions. WebRTC has four major
components which enables browser to browser communication of video, audio and
arbitrary data and also for gathering performance statistics of the system. The
components of WebRTC are the getUserMedia (MediaStream), RTCPeerConnection,
RTCDataChannel and the getStats API [5]. Figure 2.6 shows the WebRTC architecture
showing the components of the PeerConnection API.

Figure 2. 6: WebRTC API Architecture [26]

2.4.1

MediaStream

The getUserMedia (MediaStream) API allows a web browser to access the camera
and microphone and to capture media [5]. MediaStream API has two components which
are the MediaStream interface and the MediaStreamTrack. The MediaStream interface
represents several or zero data streams of audio/video called tracks which are identified
by the MediaStreamTrack which represents a particular media type for example if the
source on the user agent is microphone, MediaStreamTrack (Audio will be represented.
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2.4.2

RTCPeerConnection

The RTCPeerConnection is the WebRTC API top interface which is responsible for
settings up audio/video calls transferring streaming data between browser peers by
providing a full duplex abstraction multimedia communication channel [27]. The
RTCPeerConnection API has three main components which are the audio, video and
transport mechanism.
The audio mechanism provides echo cancellation and noise reduction. It also
improves sound quality through the use of two codecs, iSAC for wideband audio codec
suitable for audio streams and iLBC for narrowband audio suitable for VoIP [26]. The
video mechanism is responsible for image enhancement and video jitter buffer to
improve the quality of digital image using codecs (VP8, H264) provided by the browser
[26]. The transport mechanism is responsible for SRTP, P2P and ICE (STUN and
TURN) [26].

2.4.3

RTCDataChannel

Which allow browsers to share data via peer-to-peer [12], an entity providing a
generic transport service allowing web browsers to exchange data in a bidirectional peerto-peer fashion.
The RTCDataChannel API provides a bi-directional P2P data channel which
enables browsers (peers) to exchange of arbitrary data (remote desktop applications,
real-time text chat, and file) between them [27]. Each RTCDataChannel can be
configured to provide reliable delivery, in-order messages (TCP) or unreliable delivery,
out-of-order messages.

2.4.4

GetStats API

WebRTC comes with getStats API which helps developers to get network statics of
their WebRTC solutions. The getStats API allows the web application to retrieve a set
of statistics about WebRTC sessions [28]. The getStats API runs under the
PeerConnection and allows the application to access statistical data retrieved from the
control messages in JSON format. Once the PeerConnection is established and media is
flowing, the getStats() method can be invoked to measure the quality of the connection
by retrieving the stats provided in the RTCP messages that are being sent over the link
form the remote side. The remote stats are used to study the status of the path and to
obtain the desired metrics for monitoring [29]. The getStats API is very useful for
WebRTC developers to monitor the status of their applications and adjust the attributes
of the PeerConnection which includes frame rate, Frames per Second (FPS) and video
resolution, maximum bandwidth as transfer rate is automatically adjusted in WebRTC
using its internal mechanisms [29].

2.5

WebRTC Multi-Party Architectures
There are several approaches to enable multi-party remote collaboration which
impose different requirements on the client, server and network infrastructure [30].
Participants can collaborate through the aid of a Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) or
through the use of a Selective Forwarding Unit (SFU) or they can establish a fully
meshed network among themselves [31] [32]. Detailed description of how each of these
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WebRTC architectures functions through the wire and their possible suitable
applications is given below.

2.5.1

Multipoint Control Unit

The Multipoint Control Unit also called the central bridge or the mixer approach is
the conventional solution for multi-conferencing where each participant sends its media
to a central server and receives the single media stream from that server that mixes all
(or some) of the streams it receives [30]. One common WebRTC MCU is the Kurento
media server which does mixing and transcoding of media streams during
communication session. Figure 2.7 shows a simple star topology of MCU with 4
participants.

Figure 2. 7: Multipoint Control Unit [30]
The wide usage of MCU can be credited to the fact that it requires the least amount
of intelligence in the endpoints, hence convenient for the client, as the client can treat
the MCU as a normal client and therefore establishes a normal point to point call.
Therefore, only single instances of encoding and decoding is needed on the client side
and also minimum bandwidth usage in the uplink- and downlink as the MCU receives
and mixes each incoming audio and video stream to generate different single output
streams, with different qualities for each participant. Since the architecture is friendlier
on the client side, it can scale to as many participants depending on the capacity of the
MCU. Another advantage of the MCU approach is the easy implementation of other
functions like single stream session recordings as the MCU does all the transcoding and
mixing and give out single stream [32].
The major drawbacks of this architecture is the complex and expensive MCU
infrastructure which needs to decode, layout and re-encode the media it receives for all
participants. This can become a scalability problem for the operation of the platform as
it becomes expensive to run, for example when each session requires its own dedicated
hardware server. Additionally, because mixing requires decoding and re-encoding, this
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introduces extra delay and loss of video quality. Lastly, transcoding and composition
may result in less flexibility for the user interaction (UI) of the application [32].

2.5.2

Selective Forwarding Unit

The Selective Forwarding Unit also called the central media router or the routing
approach is a solution for multi-party remote collaboration where each participant sends
and receives media to and from all other participants respectively via the central media
router. Technically, the central media router is implemented on the application layer and
runs on a server with high bandwidth access and the systems normally scales to 10 or
more participants [32]. The SFU uses maintains the star topology as the MCU, but the
key here is the minimal complexity of the router compared to the MCU’s bridge as the
central router only does packet inspection and forwarding and not expensive decoding,
layout and re-encoding of the media. Figure 2.8 shows a simple star topology of MCU
with 4 clients.

Figure 2. 8: Selective Forwarding Unit [30]
Routers provide a cheap and scalable multiparty solution, with better delays and no
quality degradation compared with the traditional mixer solutions and also reduces the
load from the server by not requiring it to decode, layout and re-encode the media sent
to all the participants. One other advantage of this approach is the use of simulcast
routing to give out most appropriate bitrate and resolution to each participant.
Additionally, the SFU approach requires asymmetric bandwidth (more downlink than
uplink) from the participants, making it very suitable for ADSL links often have a ten
times higher downlink speed than uplink speed and also 3G/4G mobile networks are
much more limited in the uplink than in the downlink [33].
The drawback is a higher downlink bitrate and client complexity because each client
receives streams from N participants and does decoding and playout similar as in the
peer-to-peer approach. It requires support in the endpoints to generate multiple versions
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of the stream (i.e. with simulcast or VP8 temporal scalability) that can later be
selectively forwarded in the router, depending on the capabilities of each receiver [30].

2.5.3

Fully Meshed

Mesh is an architecture for multi-party remote collaboration where every participant
sends and receives media to and from all other participants respectively. Technically,
the full mesh approach for multi-videoconferencing is simple to implement and cheap
to operate in WebRTC service as it requires very little backend infrastructure and it
normally scales to at most 4 to 6 participants per each video session [32]. Figure 2.9
show how media traffic if transferred in full mesh architecture with 4 participants.

Figure 2. 9: Full Mesh Solution [30]
Despite looking like an inefficient solution, in practice it is very effective and
provides the lowest possible latency, with independent out-of-the-box bit rate adaptation
for each receiver which is very crucial for RTC [32].
The main drawback is that this approach demands a lot of up-link bandwidth to send
the media to all the destinations simultaneously, and existing browser implementations
require a significant amount of CPU power to encode the video multiple times in parallel
hence it cannot scale to a large number of participants in one conversation [33].

2.6

System Flexibility Techniques
It is very important for RTC system to be flexible to adapt to change of system
resource usage as well as network conditions. Resource usage flexibility is crucial in
order to maintain acceptable user experience when using different types of devices. Less
powerful devices should also be able to engage in conversation, hence efficient
lightweight solutions for such devices must be provided by RTC system to ensure
effective communication. On the other hand, network usage flexibility helps the system
to adapt to different network conditions by adjusting sending data rate so as to reduce
network congestion and maintain acceptable call quality. There are several techniques
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that can be used to improve flexibility in WebRTC systems. These include video quality
switching (adjusting video frame rate and video resolution), emotion, gesture, and
speech and face detection. This thesis will focus on investigating the use of speech,
emotions and gesture detection to improve system resource usage flexibility in WebRTC
multi-party collaboration systems.

2.6.1

Speech controlled Video Quality Switching

Speech detection can be used to enable several orchestration mechanisms to improve
system’s resource usage flexibility as we as user quality of experience. In multi-party
WebRTC system, speech can be used to control the quality of media to be sent by the
speaking participant. A control algorithm or mechanism can be implemented to allow
the participant to send high quality media when speaking and restrict the silent
participants to send low quality media. This technique can improve system resource
usage flexibility and allow less powerful devices to engage in conversation. Speech
detection can also be used to position and resize videos in the frontend. The speaker’s
video can be place on the desired position and can be configured to be well visualized
by enlarging its size, hence improving the user quality of experience. This technique can
be a solution for less powerful devices, limited network bandwidth and can also maintain
acceptable user experience, hence it is a technique worth evaluation.
There are several technologies that can be used for speech detection in WebRTC.
Browser sound listening JavaScript libraries like JavaScript speech analyzer and hark
module detect the sound in browser and compare it to a certain threshold to determine
the result. There are other APIs that can be used for browser sound detection but the
most appropriate solutions are the ones which uses very less resources on the client side.
Hark tiny module is one suitable candidate for this because of its lightness and is the one
chosen for implementation in this thesis work.

2.6.2

Speech controlled Emotion and Gesture Detection

Capturing, processing and transferring emotions and gestures can be a potential
flexible and lightweight solution for remote collaboration. It can be seen that majority
of cues that people give in conversations are non-verbal. Therefore, capturing and
transferring these visual cues along with audio can be a flexible light weight alternative
for multi-party remote collaboration. In combination with speech detection an algorithm
can be implemented on the client side to trigger the detection of the capture and transfer
of emotions and gestures based on speech. It can be interesting to know the gestures
when someone is speaking and to know the emotion or reaction when one is listening
(silent). Therefore an algorithm for triggering gesture capture when someone is speaking
and to capture emotion when someone is silent can be implemented on the client side.
This technique reduce the processing demands as well as network demands which are
required when transferring the actual video, hence this can be a solution that needs to be
tested.
There are several techniques and technologies that can be used to capture emotions
and gestures in WebRTC. One of the popular ways is to use Kinect cameras (Microsoft
Xbox Kinect) to capture gestures and computer vision APIs (Microsoft Emotion API)
for emotions and gesture detection. Other open source real-time computer vision
libraries like OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) can be used in WebRTC for both
emotion and gesture detection but with a lot of programing.
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2.7

WebRTC Performance Metrics
The performance of WebRTC systems and technologies can be evaluated using
different performance parameters which can be categorized as host metrics and network
metrics. Performance metrics are essential to when trying to find the most suitable
technologies and/or mechanisms to use when building up WebRTC systems. Another
usage of performance metrics is during experimental evaluation to benchmark and keep
track of improvements of WebRTC system when trying new techniques or methods.
Host metrics used for experimental evaluation in this thesis are described below.
Network metric can be obtained using the WebRTC stats API for checking the quality
of WebRTC calls [28].

2.7.1

Host Metrics

Host metrics are measurements made locally by the host that affect the behavior of
real time media communication. Those metrics do not need to be directly related to the
network and can give information about the host performance when using WebRTC.
They also provide information about timing and encoding for media in WebRTC
sessions.
2.7.1.1

Call Setup Time or Call Failure

The call setup time in this thesis is defined as the time taken to receive total streams
of all connected remote streams. The setup time is calculated using local timestamps
when building the PeerConnection object. Due to poor signaling solution, type of web
server and/or web browser, the call setup time of WebRTC multiparty calls some heavy
local media processing in, the peers my fail to join the call.
2.7.1.2

Resource Usage

The scalability of multi-party remote collaboration is hugely affected by local
resource usage of the participating peers because of media encoding and decoding
process [3]. The resource usage depends on the number of streams being handled, video
resolution, video frame rate and the type of browser which is in charge of the encoding
and decoding process. CPU, disk, memory and network utilization by host determines
how the communication system can scale.

2.7.2

Network Metrics

In WebRTC applications, network metrics are responsible for triggering congestion
control mechanism of the streams according to the constraints on the link [34]. Losses
and available channel bandwidth capacity can vary over time requiring adaptation from
the sender side to match the new constraints. Adaptation to constraints is done by
analyzing the feedback packets containing information about network parameters (loss,
bandwidth, delay) from receiver sent to the sender using the simple feedback loop [29].
2.7.2.1

Throughput

Throughput is defined as the rate of successful data delivery over a communication
channel. In WebRTC application throughput indicates the link capacity taken by each
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PeerConnection [35]. Throughput can be classified as sending rate, receiving rate and
goodput which is the amount of useful information that is delivered per second to the
application layer protocol rate.
In WebRTC throughput is calculated by WebRTC Stats API through extracting the
information from RTCP packets. Considering number of bytes received in a time
interval, throughput is calculated using the expression (1) below [29].
Throughput (B/s) =

𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐁𝐲𝐭𝐞𝐬 𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐞𝐢𝐯𝐞𝐝 𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡𝐢𝐧 𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐈𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐥 𝐨𝐟 𝐓(𝐬)
𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐈𝐧𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐥 𝐓(𝐬)

…………….. (1)

Throughput defines the media (video or audio) bandwidth usage for video or audio
in each endpoint.
2.7.2.2

Loss ratio

Loss ratio is defined as the number of packets lost over total number of packets send
[28]. In WebRTC, packet loss is calculated with the aid of getStats API. Packet loss
(PKTloss) in the WebRTC link is estimated by WebRTC stats using the expression (2)
below.
𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬 (𝐓) − 𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬 (𝐓−𝟏

PKTloss = 𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐞𝐢𝐯𝐞𝐝 (𝐓) − 𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐞𝐢𝐯𝐞𝐝 (𝐓 − 𝟏)) + (𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬 (𝐓) − 𝐏𝐊𝐓𝐥𝐨𝐬𝐬 (𝐓− 𝟏) …. (2)
For call monitoring and control, WebRTC uses RTCP packets which reports loss as
feedback messages.
2.7.2.3

Delay (Latency) and Jitter

Delay is defined as the time taken by a bit of data to travel across the network from
one node or endpoint to another [35]. In real scenario delay is hugely affect by the
location of the specific pair of communicating nodes. The total delay can be divided into
4 categories which are processing, queuing, transmission and propagation delay.
Another important metric resulting from delay is jitter which is a result of variation in
delay.

2.8

Summary of background study
Different signaling technologies can be used for establishing connection in
WebRTC calls. WebSocket based signaling solutions tend establish connection very
fast due to their property which creates a bidirectional channel for fast control message
exchange. Different WebSocket technologies have different signaling capabilities,
hence experiments for evaluation of signaling technologies is crucial. This section has
mentioned two WebSocket signaling technologies XSockets and Node.Js (Socket.io)
which are evaluated against each other in this thesis work.
There is no ultimate architectural solution when it comes to WebRTC multi-party
calls. Different architectures can be used for multi-party RTC. This section has described
the ones that can adapt to WebRTC in different use case scenarios. The MCU solution
can be a choice when infrastructure cost is not an issue and when peers have weak
devices and poor network connection. The mesh architecture can be the right choice for
small group calls of users with powerful devices and good internet connection. The SFU
approach can be the preference for providing large scale services. The use of the right
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architecture is crucial to achieve better scalability and flexibility when building the end
user applications.
In this section, two potential lightweight and resource usage flexible WebRTC
alternative are described. It can be highlighted from the description that using speech
controlled video quality switching and replacing video with emotions and gestures can
be alternative lightweight remote WebRTC remote collaboration solutions that
introduces resource usage flexibility and allow the possibility of effective conferencing
with less powerful devices and in limited network bandwidth as well.
Performance metrics enable us to determine the operation characteristics of the
system. Host metrics (resource usage metrics) allow us to evaluate the proposed resource
usage flexibility techniques and reach a conclusion about the efficiency of these
techniques. Moreover, host metrics help us to identify the most appropriate devices for
supporting WebRTC applications. Network metrics provided by getStats API and RTCP
messages allow us to evaluate the performance of WebRTC system in different network
conditions. They help congestion control mechanisms to adjust the media sending rate
according to network conditions. Network metrics helps to define the media session
quality and studying their pattern assist us to reach a conclusion whether the proposed
solutions are good alternatives for improving user experience.
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3

RELATED WORKS
Despite the still underway standardization work of WebRTC, this amazing
technology has already presented the research community with a lot of attractive
opportunities. Since its introduction, a lot wok on building multi-party remote
collaboration systems based on WebRTC has been done and a lot of work is still ongoing
because no ultimate solution has been found yet. Different architectures and
technologies which support different use cases have been suggested, implemented and
tested as well. Previous researches have been done on different WebRTC signaling
mechanisms and technologies, different WebRTC scalable multi-party
videoconferencing architectures, different frameworks for real-time communication
support and different UI designs.

3.1

Previous Researches
Early works put much focus on the performance evaluation of WebRTC covering
the performance of WebRTC media and data channels in different network
environments [34] [36] [37]. Evaluation of different WebRTC architecture for multiparty video conferencing has been done and some researchers have proposed new
technologies for communication support in WebRTC [38]. The opportunity here is to
make use of these evaluation results to decide the best technologies for further testing
and implementation.
In [38], a scenario for connecting multiple users in conference using WebRTC was
carried out using XMPP sever as signaling mechanism and transporting protocol with
mesh as the media communication architecture. This solution used some plugin and
programing helped to make use of the XMPP as most of the browsers had no support
for XMPP. This solution was considered as a successful proof of concept as the authors
claim that their technology managed to be deployed in Firefox, opera and Chrome
browsers. This solution of using XMPP is not flexible enough for WebRTC as it requires
some extra plugins which may not be compatible with updated versions of web
browsers. Therefore, new better alternatives are needed.
In [35], the performance of full-mesh and star network topologies for WebRTCbased communication was evaluated when transferring multimedia content. This
work focused particularly on the performance of the congestion control mechanism
used with WebRTC. Based on the experimental results, the congestion control
mechanism in WebRTC works well when the latencies are below 200ms. It was
also discovered that there is an under-utilization issue with the full-mesh network
topology resulting from two (i.e. Sender and receiver) independent congestion
controllers working on the same media stream. The work did not consider mobile
aspects, but emphasized that evaluation with mobile devices is required. Therefore, there
is need for further evaluation of mesh-solution using different mobile devices and
different network connections.
In [39], the feasibility of real-time face detection using WebRTC was investigated.
A technical study was proposed to find the most appropriate factors, techniques, and
algorithm by evaluating the performance that included connection speed, and
effectiveness of tracking and detecting a human face in various conditions using
WebRTC. A system architecture which does the face detection at the server side was
proposed and two algorithms for face detection namely Haar-like feature and
Constrained Local Model (CLM) were evaluated. Results showed the technical
feasibility of Computer Vision (CV) integration with WebRTC. The opportunity here is
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to select the most appropriate CV technologies to improve the flexibility of WebRTC
systems.
In [36], studies on the performance of WebRTC in mobile environment has been
carried out with different mobile device, wireless network connectivity and web
browser configurations. The performance investigation was done using the JavaScript
Peer.Js as the signaling server and the parameters used include session establishment
delay and overhead, session maintenance overhead, resource consumption of
multiple simultaneous file transfers and efficiency of different file transfer
approaches. Their results shows a big difference in session establishment delay between
Chrome browser and Firefox, with Chrome having an average of 3 seconds while
Firefox with average of as much as 10 seconds. These results indicate the importance of
evaluating different web browsers to find the one to use for better user experience.
In [37], a performance analysis of WebRTC multimedia calls has been carried out
based on network parameters particularly throughput, jitter and packet loss in different
network conditions. The experimental results in their investigation showed the
deterioration of multimedia quality. The authors mentioned that their work demand
future work on the scalability of the system to handle more calls. Therefore, the
opportunity here is to find techniques to extend this work in addressing scalability issues.
In [20], an architecture for social multi-party video communication based on the
SFU architecture was proposed and developed. The proposed solution used the Video
Communication for Networked Communities (Vconect) as the support for video
communication [40]. The contribution of their work was to improve scalability based on
the choice of architecture. A qualitative analysis was used for the choice of the router
architecture with an assumption that the router architecture is the better compromise as
it is between the mixer and full-mesh. This approach demands a lot of backend
infrastructure to ensure service scalability, there it is expensive to implement and it
requires deep skill for appropriate nodes placement.
In [41], the performance WebSocket and WebRTC was analyzed in mobile
environment based on the power consumption under 4G/LTE data connection. The aim
of this work was to investigate the efficiency of these technologies in real-time
communication. Recommendation of battery monitoring and notification mechanisms
were proposed based on the power consumption analysis with 4G/LTE. The opportunity
here is to develop lightweight solutions which consume less resources to be used as
alternatives when battery is low.
In [42], a WebRTC based interactive multimedia communication system which
make use of four plans (data delivery, signaling, control and floor control) in the overlay
was proposed. The structure is based on clusters of clients connected together in a
centralized way with each cluster connected to other clusters using Mesh. The system
used SIP as the signaling mechanism with the floor control plane responsible for limiting
the number of streams in the overlay by sharing the data channels between clients. This
approach has scalability challenges, the size of clusters cannot scale to very large
numbers as this will overload the central node.
In [43] , the technological feasibility of speech detection using open source speech
processing engines was investigated and a web based system for speech recognition was
designed and implemented using WebSockets. The system captures audio streams from
the client browser and feeds them into the speech engine for processing. The processed
results are send back to the browser as a proof of concept. The opportunity here is make
use of the positive and negative results of speech detection to trigger control actions like
media quality switching, speaker video positioning and enlarging, and capturing
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gestures and emotions. This will introduce the much needed flexible and lightweight
alternatives for less powerful devices (laptops, tablets, phones) to engage in
conferencing.
In [44], challenges in WebRTC multi-party time collaboration systems were
analyzed and an MCU approach was proposed to solve the problems. The challenges
analyzed includes heterogeneous access networks and devices, screen size, bandwidth
availability and latency, session recording, CPU utilization, gateway interoperability.
However, the suggested solution couldn’t address the scalability challenges mainly the
service scalability. Moreover, the approach is requires expensive backend infrastructure.
In [45], the WebRTC structure was analyzed and the authors suggested that was
need for rich sever-side enablers in WebRTC, so an open source media processing
server, Kurento was introduced to address challenges mentioned in [44]. The Kurento
media server operates in the MCU structure, handling media mixing operation on the
MCU sever.

3.2

Research Opportunities
In spite of having both commercial and free solutions (tokbox, vline, licode), that
provide multiparty services on WebRTC, there are still challenges that need to be
addressed during the application development phase to enable an even better user
experience.
A lot researches have been proof of concepts, tying new architectures, technologies
and technical solutions and evaluating their performance based network and system
metrics. No much work has been done on improving the resource flexibility of WebRTC
systems to support the use of less powerful devices and improve user experience through
the implementation of lightweight collaboration alternatives, integrating of different
technologies and applying new concepts and techniques.
New communication frameworks, technologies and platforms for supporting
WebRTC multi-party video conferencing are being introduced and they need to be tested
and evaluated against the existing ones. This will help developers in making the
appropriate choices of architectures, mechanisms, technologies and technical solutions
during the development phase.
As can be seen from the related works, WebSocket based signaling solutions like
Socket.io and XSockets work much well in WebRTC than network based signaling like
XMPP and SIP. The opportunity here is to evaluate different WebSocket signaling
technologies and help developers make appropriate choices when selecting technologies
to use.
Another research opportunity on improving the resource usage flexibility in
WebRTC multi-party conferencing systems is to eliminate unnecessary processing and
transferring of high quality media streams by switching between transmitting trying
ways of replacing video by body language, hand gestures and emotions. This approach
can significantly decrease the resources used for video processing, thereby allowing
more participants to be involved in meetings with good audio quality accompanied by
representations of captured body language, emotions and gestures.
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3.3

Summary of Related Works
This section has presented the related works in developing multi-party WebRTC
systems. Results obtained by previous researchers on WebRTC signaling mechanisms
indicates that WebSocket based signaling is better than network based signaling.
Regarding several proposed architecture solution, related works indicates that mesh
solution is more flexible than the MCU and FCU as it enables implementation of
orchestration techniques both on media constrains and on frontend interface. Also since
this solution is direct P2P, it can scale to as a large number of conversation hence provide
high service scalability. Since it is trivial to support the use of less powerful devices in
mesh solution, the opportunity here is to leverage the flexibility of this architecture and
build new lightweight alternatives that enables the use of less powerful devices and
improve user experience.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
The technical and investigation part of this thesis work was done not only on
efficiency and performance perspective of the WebRTC remote collaboration system
but also with greater influence of user requirements, UI designs, and usability. The
methodology used in this thesis work is explained in section 4.1.

4.1

Experimental Methodology
The foundation of our experimental investigation was choosing the most suitable
WebRTC architecture, communication framework, techniques for performance
optimization and technologies for specific functions like signaling and storage that fits
the context of multi-party remote collaboration in companies.
The experimental investigation of this thesis is carried out following a scrum
structure of software development. The initial step in this work is analyzing
requirements in digital remote collaboration to identify technical problems needed to be
solved by this thesis and do background research on possible solutions based on
WebRTC technologies, mechanisms and techniques to solve the problems in remote
collaboration. After requirements analysis, experimental investigations are implemented
to select most appropriate of architectural and signaling solutions.
The completion of experimental investigation was followed by the development
(prototyping) phase involving a lot development iterations and frequent communication
with UI designers (Hedda and Malin) and frontend developer (Pengzhi) to discuss the
technical feasibility of some function. Figure 4.1 shows a routine of the process in the
development phase.

Figure 4. 1: Prototyping [46]
The final step was the deployment and testing of the prototype as a proof of concept
for further development. The testing covered the performance evaluation of WebRTC
group calls using full mesh, wireless connection environment, interoperability tests
between different web browsers using laptops.
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4.1.1

Requirements Analysis

After gathering sufficient core remote collaboration requirements from a series of
videoconferencing observation and interviews done within international companies
(Ericsson, Semcon) by Hedda, Malin and Artem, an interactive mockup of the WebRTC
based remote collaboration system was created considering scalability, conversation,
quality and UI integration. A demo presentation of the mockup was done at Ericsson as
midterm presentation of the project to get more comments and ideas to solve the current
problems.
Feedback from midterm presentation indicates that multiple remote collaborations
involving 2 to 6 remote parties usually occur simultaneously within companies and the
service should be smooth to all conversation. Every conversation demands high audio
quality, video feeds, other functions including file transfer, screen share, countdown
clock, and public text chat, and some feedback mechanism for determining if the
conversation should go on or stop in case of poor network connection.

4.1.2

Solution Architecture

As shown under section 2.8, there is no simple answer can be given to the question
of the best WebRTC architecture? Considering 6 as the maximum number of
participants to be involved in a single conference, the mesh architecture best candidate
for this thesis work. Moreover, considering the scalability requirements of the system
and taking a look at the full-mesh multi-party approach in section 2.5.3 where
participants provide all the resources needed to hold a conference. This approach is
optimized for Service Scalability as it requires very little resources from the remote
collaboration system to large number of conferencing session. In this thesis, each
conference session is associated with a digital context of 128 bits, meaning the
theoretical service scalability of this system is 2128 which is over 34 × 1037
conferences at simultaneously. In reality this not possible as no webserver can handle
such a big number of http requests. So the service scalability depends on the capacity of
the web server where the WebRTC application is running. Assuming that each http
request is 10KB and assuming 10 000 clients try to access the service simultaneously,
meaning the server link should support internet speed of over 100MB/s.
Looking at figure 2.9, it can be seen that each remote stream is received separately
making it easy to integrate with the required UI designs for easy usability and quality of
experience. Because of these advantages and those mentioned in section 2.3, mesh
architecture is chosen as the basis of the solution in this thesis work. However, simple
mesh solution has poor Conference Scalability because as the number of participants per
conversation increases, more resources (CPU, RAM, and bandwidth) are needed by each
participant. Therefore, this becomes a challenge for less powerful devices to be used in
conferencing. Though there is an assumption of using powerful corporate devices and
high bandwidth corporate internet connection within large corporates, there is need to
improve resource usage flexibility as to allow the use of less powerful devices and
limited internet connection speeds used by individuals and small enterprises.

4.1.3

Signaling Solution

As background work indicates, a wide range of signaling mechanism and
technologies can be used in WebRTC. In this thesis a triangle signaling mechanism is
chosen as it is the most appropriate solution for web applications and two signaling
technologies based on WebSocket (WebSocket over Node.Js and WebSocket over
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XSockets) are proposed, implemented, evaluated and the suitable is chosen for final
implementation. WebSocket signaling is new addition to browsers which enables client
to web server session opening up and allows fast message (textual or binary) exchange
with nice scaling capabilities, which is good for RTC [47]. This is why WebSocket based
signaling is considered in this work. XSockets is a module based framework for targeted
real-time communication which enables cross-protocol communication to all devices
running with IP [8]. Node.Js is also a module based framework aimed to optimize
throughput and scalability in real-time web application [48].
One drawback of WebSockets is that, it is still a new browser edition, so not all
browsers, web servers and proxies support them and must be run over secure connection
TLS connection [47]. In this thesis the web servers used are IIS and Apache and
browsers used are Chrome and Firefox.
The evaluation of signaling technologies (XSockets and Node.Js) is done based on
video call setup time as number of remote participants is varied from 1 to 10. The
recorded call setup values are averages of 10 iterations. Plots of call setup time against
number of participants of participants for both technologies are put on same graph to
facilitate comparison.

4.1.4

System Flexibility Techniques

To improve conference scalability and user experience, two lightweight techniques
based on a speech detection technique are proposed, implemented and evaluated based
on resource consumption in WebRTC mesh architecture. There are several APIs and
open source software for browser speech detection. In this thesis only hark module is
used. “Hark is a tiny browser/commonJS module that listens to an audio stream, and
emits events indicating whether the user is speaking or not. It uses the web audio API
to FFT (get the power of) the audio in the audio stream. If the power is above a
threshold, it is determined to be speech” [49].
The first technique is to reduce the video quality of non-speaking participants. A
web audio speech detection engine (hark) is used to trigger some client side JavaScript
function which adjust media constrains (video resolution) following the detection of
speech. This technique will restrict all listening remote participants to use less resources
hence creating the possibility of other participants to join the group call with less impact
on the quality of experience of the ongoing call. Only the speaker will send high quality
media.
The second technique is to capture and transfer emotions, gestures instead of video
in WebRTC remote collaboration system. A web audio speech detection engine (hark)
is used to trigger some client side JavaScript function which captures and transfer
emotions when a participant is silent and gestures when the participant is speaking.
Replacing video can save bandwidth and reduce system resource usage needed video
coding and decoding thereby allowing more participants to join the meeting without
significant impact on the quality of ongoing call.
The evaluation of the speech controlled video quality switching technique is based
on system resource (CPU, Disk, Network and Memory) utilization during a 5 minutes
duration call of 6 participants. The resource utilization readings are taken at sec interval
over a 5 minute duration call. Resource usage monitoring is done for both conferencing
with fixed video quality and using speech controlled video quality switching. Both
results are plotted on the same graph for easy comparison, with the results for fixed
video used as the benchmark for performance improvement.
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The evaluation of emotions and gestures approach is done by monitoring system
resource usage using the windows resource usage monitoring tool. This tool shows
system resource usage graphs for the latest 60 seconds. Screen shots of CPU, Memory,
Disk and Network are taken for conferences using fixed high quality video, speech
controlled video quality switching and using emotions. The results of each performance
metric are put together and compared with the fixed video results being the benchmark
for improvement.

4.2

Experimental Evaluation
The experimental evaluation involved two experiments, the first is to select the
appropriate WebRTC signaling solution and the second is to evaluate the evaluation of
WebRTC face detection and speech detection techniques to improve scalability of mesh
group calls and UI through automatic frontend scaling and position of video feeds. The
tools, systems and technologies used for this experiment are presented in the evaluation
environment below.

4.2.1

Experimental Environment

The experimental testbed in this thesis consists of two signaling servers and two web
servers running WebRTC client web application all running on the same windows
machine. The WebRTC applications are configured to obtain the signaling from the
signaling servers to connect remote clients. Communicating client are devices running
latest version of chrome browser. The system properties of the windows machine where
signaling servers and web servers are running in this experimental environment is given
in Table 4.1, and the client system properties where client measurements are taken is
given in Table 4.2.

Table 4. 1: Server side properties
OS
Processor
Speed
RAM
System type
Hard Drive
Browser

Windows 10 Home
AMD A10-7300 Radeon R6, 10 Compute Cores 4C+6G
1.90 GHz
8.00 GB
64-bit Operating System, x64-based processor
SATA
Chrome Version 50.0.2661.94 m

Table 4. 2: Client side properties
OS
Processor
Speed
RAM
System type
Hard Drive
Browser

Windows 7 Enterprise
Intel® Core™ i7-4700MQ CPU @ 2.40GHz
2.40 GHz
16.00 GB
64-bit Operating System
HDD
Chrome Version 50.0.2661.94 m
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Web servers used:



IIS sever v10.0
Apache v2.4.1.8 for windows which comes under XAMPP 7.05

Browser / user agents used:



Chrome Version 50.0.2661.94 m
Firefox Version 38.05

Signaling Servers used:



XSockets v5.1.2 which is installed using Visual Studio NuGet Package
Manager and run in Visual Studio 2015.
Node.Js v4.4.4 LTS which is installed on the machine hard drive and run
using the command line Node Package Manager command, npm.

Lightweight Techniques used:



4.2.2

Hark browser module for speech detection
Microsoft Emotion API for emotion detection

Signaling Solution

In this experiment a local client browser (Chrome, Firefox) accesses WebRTC
service from webserver (IIS, Apache) running WebRTC application with video and
audio chat service. Once the browser connects to the webserver, it offers its SDP to the
signaling server (XSockets, Node.Js) and get connected to other clients already
connected. The call setup time is measured on the local client using JavaScript time
stamps to determine the time required to setup WebRTC conference calls of different
number of participants. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4. 2: Experimental Setup for signaling
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Measurements of video call setup time are taken on the local client (the last client
to join the call) as the number of remote clients is varied from 1 to 10. To obtain credible
results of call setup time recordings, 10 iterations of measurements are done and an
average value is calculated from the measured readings and recorded in tables. The same
procedure is repeated on two browsers (Chrome and Firefox) using IIS webserver with
XSockets, Apache webserver with XSockets signaling, IIS webserver with Node.Js
signaling and Apache webserver with Node.js signaling. All the results are plotted on
graphs for analysis to determine the best signaling technology and the most suitable
maximum number of clients.
Parameters Used:





Signaling servers: XSockets, Node.Js
Web Servers: IIS , Apache
Browsers: Chrome, Firefox
Number of Remote Clients: 1 to 10

Controls and Assumptions Used:



4.2.3

No other applications are running on both the server machine and client
machine except only the browser tabs used to access the service.
It is assumed that network conditions are constant throughout the whole
measuring and recordings as this is done in Wi-Fi LAN.

System Flexibility Techniques

This experiment is focused on improving the conference flexibility of Mesh
Architecture, and it is divided into two parts. The first part investigates the effectiveness
of switching video quality based on speaking. The second part investigates the feasibility
of replacing video by emotions and gestures based on speech detection. Successful
implementation of these two lightweight collaboration alternatives would provide the
system with flexibility to allow less powerful devices to be used in conferencing.
4.2.3.1

Video quality switching

In this experiment, high quality video is set to resolution of 720px and low quality
to 480px. The speech detection engine (hark) is set to run every 1 second to check if the
client is speaking. When speech is detected high quality media is transferred and when
the client is silent low quality media is transferred. This technique reduces peer resource
utilization required for encoding, sending and decoding high quality video. The client
side JavaScript algorithm used for media constraints adjustments is shown below and
the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.3.
Speech controlled video quality switching algorithm
Define speaking media constraints: SpeakingOptions {< Resolution = 720px>}
Define silent media constraints: SilentOptions {<Resolution = 480px>};
Define ControlFlag = silent;
GetMediaStream {SilentOptions}: function (Stream)
Attach Stream to SpeechAnalyzer (Interval = 1000ms);
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SpeechAnalyzer = function (Result) {
If (Result ≠ ControlFlag) {
If (Result = = speaking) {
Remove.OnLocalMedia.silent;
GetMediaStream {SpeakingOptions}: function (Stream)
ControlFlag = speaking; //change flag to speaking
} else {
Remove.OnLocalMedia.speaking;
GetMediaStream {SilentOptions}: function (Stream)
ControlFlag = silent; //change flag to silent
}

Figure 4. 3: Experimental setup for video quality switching
Measurements of resource utilization (CPU, Disk, Network and Memory) are taken
on local client using windows resource usage monitor tool at 30 seconds intervals from
the start of a 5 minute duration group call involving 5 remote participants. The
experiment is run in two stages, the first one using fixed media resolution (720px) and
the second one using speech detection to automatically switch between high (720px)
and low (480px) video resolution. The results of the two results of each metric are
plotted on one graph and compared against each other, with the results of fixed video
used as the reference or benchmark for resource usage performance improvement.
Parameters Used:



Signaling servers: XSockets
Web Servers: IIS
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Browser: Chrome
Video resolutions: 480px, 720px
Speech detection: Hark
Number of Remote Clients: 5

Controls and Assumptions Used:



4.2.3.2

No other applications are running on both the server machine and client
machine except only the browser tabs used to access the service.
It is assumed that network conditions are constant throughout the whole
experiment (measuring and recording) and similar to those used in
experiment 1 as this is done in Wi-Fi LAN.

Using emotions and gestures

In this experiment, speech detection engine (hark) is used to for switching between
capturing emotions and capturing gestures. The detection of silence triggers a local
JavaScript function to capture image, convert it to canvas and send it to XSockets server
which connects to Microsoft Emotion API for emotion detection and send the result to
all connected clients. The API detects emotions of all faces in the image. A full
documentation and description of Microsoft Emotion API is found in [50]. The time
taken from image capturing to until emotion result is received by all connected clients
varies from 5 to 15 seconds depending on network congestion. The detection of speech
is set to trigger a function which function does gesture detection. The gesture detection
is not implemented in this experiment because of lack of mature technology for web in
this area. Therefore, instead of taking gesture, emotion is taken again when speech is
detected to investigate the feasibility of this technique. The speech detection engine
(hark) is set to run every 15 seconds to check if the client is speaking. The client side
JavaScript algorithm for media constraints adjustments is shown below and the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.4.
Speech controlled motion-gesture switching algorithm

GetMediaStream: function (Stream) {
Attach Stream to SpeechAnalyzer (Interval = 15000ms;
SpeechAnalyzer = function (result) {
If result is speaking {
Invoke Gesture Detection;
} else {
Invoke Emotion Detection ;}
}
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Figure 4. 4: Experimental setup for using emotions and gestures
Using the windows resource usage monitoring tool, the system utilization of CPU,
Disk, Network and Memory is monitored on local client and snapshots showing resource
utilization over 60 seconds are taken during the progress of WebRTC conference call
involving 5 remote participants. This monitoring procedure is done three time, one using
fixed high quality video, two using video quality switching and three using emotions.
The taken snapshots of same metrics are put together for easy analysis and evaluation.
To evaluate the usability of the emotion technique, tests of emotion detection in poor
lighting conditions and also when participants are not facing the camera are also done.
Parameters Used:







Signaling servers: XSockets
Web Servers: IIS
Browser: Chrome
Image resolutions: 480px
Emotion detection: Microsoft Emotion API
Number of Remote Clients: 5

Controls and Assumptions Used:



No other applications are running on both the server machine and client
machine except only the browser tabs used to access the service.
It is assumed that network conditions are constant throughout the whole
experiment (measuring and recording) and similar to those used in
experiment 1 as this is done in Wi-Fi LAN
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5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the results of the experiments conducted. It also give a brief
interpretation of the results. Tables of numerical data are presented in Appendix for
detailed values.

Signaling Solution
The results in this experiment are average values of call setup times plotted against
the number of remote participants per conference. For the credibility of results, the
average call setup time values used are calculated from 10 repeated iterations. The
following four graphs presents call setup time values of the two evaluated signaling
technologies. The results allow us to determine the better signaling technology as well
as the most suitable web server and browser to use for conferencing using WebRTC.
The results also enables us to determine the optimal maximum number of participants
per conference based on call setup time.

WebRTC call setup time using IIS and Chrome
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Figure 5. 1: Total call setup time using IIS and Chrome
Figure 5.1 indicates that the XSockets is better than Node.Js for WebRTC group
calls signaling with respect to total call setup time. XSockets has lower call setup time
on all the conference sizes tested in WebRTC mesh architecture using IIS as web server
and Chrome as the user agent. Analyzing the curves of both technologies, it can be seen
that a conference with 5 remote participants can be regarded as the optimal size since
the call setup time values on both curves increases significantly when the conference
grows from 5 to 6 remote participants.
Figure 5.2 indicates that the XSockets is better than Node.Js for WebRTC group
calls signaling with respect to total call setup time. XSockets has lower call setup time
on all the conference sizes tested in WebRTC mesh architecture using Apache as web
server and Chrome as the user agent. Analyzing the curve of XSockets, it can be seen
that a conference with 5 remote participants can be regarded as the optimal size since
the gradient of the curve becomes steeper when the conference grows from 5 to 6 remote
participants. The curve for Node.Js is more like linear, hence it is difficult to determine
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optimal conference size using the combination of Node.Js signaling, Apache web server
and Chrome browser.

WebRTC call setup time using Apache and
Chrome
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Figure 5. 2: Total call setup time using Apache and Chrome
Figure 5.3 indicates that the XSockets is better than Node.Js for WebRTC group
calls signaling with respect to total call setup time. XSockets has lower call setup time
on all the conference sizes tested in WebRTC mesh architecture using IIS as web server
and Firefox as the user agent. Analyzing the curve of XSockets, it can be seen that a
conference with 5 remote participants can be regarded as the optimal size since the
gradient of the curve becomes steeper when the conference grows from 5 to 6 remote
participants. The curve for Node.Js is more like linear, hence it is difficult to determine
optimal conference size using the combination of Node.Js signaling, IIS web server and
Firefox browser.
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Figure 5. 3: Total call setup time using IIS and Firefox
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WebRTC call setup time using Apache and Firefox
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Figure 5. 4: Total call setup time using Apache and Firefox
Figure 5.4 indicates that the XSockets is better than Node.Js for WebRTC group
calls signaling with respect to total call setup time. XSockets has lower call setup time
on all the conference sizes tested in WebRTC mesh architecture using IIS as web server
and Chrome as the user agent. Looking at the curves of both technologies, it can be seen
that the relationship between call setup time and number of remote participant for both
technologies is more like linear, hence it is difficult to determine the optimal conference
size using the combination of XSockets/Node.Js signaling, Apache web server and
Firefox browser.

5.2

Resource Usage Flexibility Techniques
The results presentenced under this section are resource utilization statistics
obtained by monitoring the amount of resources used by a specific chrome browser tab
during the progress of conference call involving 5 remote participants. These results will
enable us to evaluate the proposed resource usage flexibility techniques to check the
potential reduction of resource usage so remote collaboration can be achieved using less
powerful devices and limited internet speed connection. The evaluated techniques are
video quality switching and using gestures and emotions. The performance metrics
considered are CPU usage, Memory usage, Disk usage and Network usage. The resource
usage statistics for the conventional conferencing way of using fixed video quality are
taken the benchmark for resource usage reduction. Usability tests results for using
emotions and gestures in remote collaboration are also presented. The evaluation is
based on the feasibility of detecting emotions when the user is not directly facing the
camera, when having more than one person in one video and when the conference is
held in poor lighting environment.

5.2.1

Video Quality Switching Resource Usage

Figure 5.5 indicates that using speech detection to dynamically adjust media
constrains has great potential to reduce CPU demands and improve system flexibility to
enable conferencing using less powerful devices. However, this may also result in more
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average CPU utilization due to excessive client side computation. The CPU usage for
fixed video quality is almost constant throughout the duration because the demand of
resources is roughly at the same level since the videos received are almost all of the
same quality. The CPU usage for video quality fluctuates because of calling the
WebRTC GetUserMedia function whenever there is change of state from speaking to
silence or the other way round.
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Figure 5. 5: CPU usage using IIS and Chrome
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Figure 5. 6: Memory usage using IIS and Chrome
Figure 5.6 indicates that using speech detection to dynamically adjust media
constrains has great potential to reduce Memory demands and improve system flexibility
to enable conferencing using less powerful devices. However, this may also result in
more average Memory utilization due to excessive client side computation. Due to the
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reasons mentioned in the CPU case, the Memory usage of fixed video is almost constant
while that for speech controlled video quality switching fluctuates.
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Figure 5. 7: Disk usage using IIS and Chrome
Figure 5.7 indicates that using speech detection to dynamically adjust media
constrains has great potential to reduce Disk usage demands and improve system
flexibility to enable conferencing using less powerful devices. However, this may also
result in more average Memory utilization due to excessive client side computation. Due
to the reasons mentioned in the CPU case, the Disk usage of fixed video is almost
constant while that for speech controlled video quality switching fluctuates.
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Figure 5. 8: Network usage using IIS and Chrome
Figure 5.8 indicates that using speech detection to dynamically adjust media
constrains has great potential to reduce Network usage demands and improve system
flexibility to enable conferencing under limited bandwidth network connection. The low
quality streams has less bandwidth demands.
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5.2.2

Emotions and Gestures Resource Usage

The results presented under this section are snapshots taken from windows resource
usage monitoring of the local client during a WebRTC conferencing with 5 remote
participants. To obtain credible results of WebRTC resource usage, all the applications
on local client are closed except only the one chrome browser tab used for conferencing.
This way of control ensures that about 99% of the resource usage indicated by the
resource usage monitor is caused by WebRTC conferencing.

Figure 5. 9: CPU usage snapshots
Figure 5.9 presents three 60 seconds duration of CPU usage snapshots taken from
windows resource usage monitoring tool during WebRTC conferences involving 5
remote participants. The results shows a remarkable reduction of CPU usage from
average of 55% when using fixed high quality video to average of 40% when using
speech controlled video switching and finally to average of 25% when using emotions.
This indicates that speech controlled video quality switching and speech controlled
emotions and gestures can be used as lightweight remote collaboration alternatives for
less powerful devices. These alternatives will introduce flexibility in the WebRTC
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remote collaboration system and encourage people to collaborate remotely with mobile
devices. The CPU usage reduction is a result of reducing the processing power required
to for capturing, encoding, decoding, and sending of high quality media.

Figure 5. 10: Memory usage snapshots
Figure 5.10 presents three 60 seconds duration of Memory usage snapshots taken
from windows resource usage monitoring tool during WebRTC conferences involving
5 remote participants. The results shows a remarkable reduction of Memory usage from
average of around 30 Hard Faults/sec when using fixed high quality video to average of
around 10 Hard Faults/sec when using speech controlled video switching and finally to
average of below 10 Hard Faults/sec when using emotions. This indicates that speech
controlled video quality switching and speech controlled emotions and gestures can be
used as lightweight remote collaboration alternatives for less powerful devices. These
alternatives will introduce flexibility in the WebRTC remote collaboration system and
encourage people to collaborate remotely with mobile devices. The Memory usage
reduction is a result of reducing the processing power required to for capturing,
encoding, decoding, and sending of high quality media.
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Figure 5. 11: Disk usage snapshots
Figure 5.11 presents three 60 seconds duration of Disk usage snapshots taken from
windows resource usage monitoring tool during WebRTC conferences involving 5
remote participants. The results shows a remarkable reduction of Disk usage from
average of around 500 KB/sec when using fixed high quality video to average of around
50 KB/sec when using speech controlled video switching and finally to average of
around 10 KB/sec when using emotions. This indicates that speech controlled video
quality switching and speech controlled emotions and gestures can be used as
lightweight remote collaboration alternatives for less powerful devices. These
alternatives will introduce flexibility in the WebRTC remote collaboration system and
encourage people to collaborate remotely with mobile devices. The Disk usage reduction
is a result of reducing the amount of data required to process larger frames high quality
media.
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Figure 5. 12: Network usage snapshots
Figure 5.12 presents three 60 seconds duration of Network usage snapshots taken
from windows resource usage monitoring tool during WebRTC conferences involving
5 remote participants. The results shows a remarkable reduction of Network usage from
average of around 15Mbps when using fixed high quality video to average of around 10
Mbps when using speech controlled video switching and finally to average of around 30
Kbps when using emotions. This indicates that speech controlled video quality switching
and speech controlled emotions and gestures can be used as lightweight remote
collaboration alternatives for limited bandwidth connection. These alternatives will
introduce flexibility in the WebRTC remote collaboration system and encourage people
to collaborate remotely using limited bandwidth connection. The Network usage
reduction is a result of reducing the frames of high quality media, hence less data is
required to be transferred across the network.
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5.2.3

Emotions and Gestures Resource Usability

The results presented under this section indicates the usability challenges of using
the emotion detection approach in remote collaboration WebRTC. The presented are
results are screen shots of the browser tab used for remote collaboration taken during
conferencing of 5 remote participant using emotions. The aspects test are to check
whether the solution is capable for detecting emotions when the user is not directly
facing the camera, and when there are more than one person in one remote site and when
the lighting is poor.
Figure 5.13 shows three emotion stream captured at when the user was facing
different directions during WebRTC conferencing. The results indicates that, the web
real time communication system is capable of capturing emotions in even when the user
is not directly facing the camera during the conferencing.
Figure 5.14 shows two emotion stream captured at when two people were using one
device during WebRTC conferencing. The results indicates that, the web real time
communication system is capable of capturing emotions of more than one person at the
same time during the conferencing.
Figure 5.15 shows three emotion stream captured at when the user was in limited
lighting environment directions during WebRTC conferencing. The results indicates
that, the web real time communication system is not capable of capturing emotions in
when the user is conducting the conferencing in limited lighting environment. This
results in loss of interactive collaboration, hence poor usability of the system under these
conditions.

Different direction of face

Figure 5. 13: Emotion detection without facing camera
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More than one person per device

Figure 5. 14: Emotions detection for more than one person

Low lighting environment

Figure 5. 15: Emotion detection in poor lighting
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6

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This thesis is directed towards addressing flexibility and interoperability challenges
in conferencing systems to enable effective remote collaboration using less powerful
devices and limited internet connection. Through analyzing technical challenges in
different architectural solutions, potential lightweight technical solutions to improve
system flexibility are proposed and evaluated. To solve the mentioned challenges, a
decentralized (mesh based) WebRTC multi-party conferencing system is designed and
used to evaluate proposed system flexibility techniques. While the choice of WebRTC
directly solves interoperability issues, the mesh approach is chosen because of its service
scalability and low cost of service deployment and maintenance as no sophisticated
server infrastructure is require.
Due to processing, sending and receiving multiple (equal to number of remote
participants) media streams, the mesh approach tends to consume a lot resources.
Processing videos demands the usage of CPU, memory, disk as well as network
resources. Mobile devices (laptops, tablets, phones) have limited resources for
processing (encoding, decoding, compressing) multiple high-quality video streams. This
results in video quality degradation, hence limiting the use of nomadic devices.
Transferring high quality media demands a lot of network resources. Through this
cannot be a big problem within powerful corporate network, it becomes a challenge
when participants with limited bandwidth connection want to join the conference.
Another challenge comes when devices are communicating across NAT, this demands
high bandwidth for TURN servers.
Like any digital communication, selection of signaling solution decides the
development effort required for establishing connection as well as the cost required for
setup time, server performance and etc. In this thesis two latest versions of signaling
technologies (XSockets and Node.Js) are evaluated based on call setup time in group
call. The evaluation is done under using two webservers (IIS and Apache) and two
browsers (Chrome and Firefox). Following the brief results analysis in Section 5 (Figure
5.1 to 5.4), all experimental results indicates that XSockets is a better multi-party
WebRTC signaling technology than Node.js. After careful analysis of all results of the
performed tests on signaling, it can be seen that, the choice of webserver and web
browser also affect the performance of the system hence scalability too. In this thesis,
using IIS as webserver and Chrome as user agent produced the best results.
To solve the address system flexibility challenges, two lightweight remote
collaboration alternatives (video quality switching and use of emotions and gestures) are
proposed, implemented and evaluated to determine their impact on improving system
flexibility, usability and user experience. Both techniques uses speech triggered actions
to dynamically change the media quality or replace video with either emotions and/or
gestures. The first approach allows only the speaker to send high quality media while all
silent participants send low quality streams. The second technique replaces video with
emotion when participant is silent and with gesture when speaking. In this thesis, the
gesture detection is not implemented, only emotions is used for concept validation.
After all the performed tests, it can be seen that from the results that speech triggered
switching between low and high quality streams significantly reduces network usage
and slight on CPU and memory usage. Silent participants send a low-quality stream,
which requires less computation and bandwidth. However, the drawback of this solution
is the regular computation by the speech analyzer algorithm which requires processing
resources. It can be observed that in most meetings, not all participants will be talking,
mostly only two remote sites will be doing the talking while others are listening. The
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opportunity here is to use machine learning algorithms which capture the speaking
behavior of participants and assign the media constraints based on the speaking
behavior. This will reduce the unnecessary computation by the speech analyzer as it will
only do the work early minutes of the meeting. Since hark module does not consume
much resources, this technical solution is good enough for implementation to improve
system resource usage flexibility in remote collaboration using WebRTC.
On the other hand, performance results shows that replacing video with emotions
and gestures is a remarkable lightweight solution for saving system resources usage and
improve system flexibility to enable remote collaboration using less powerful devices
and limited bandwidth. However, this solution showed poor performance results as the
solution fail to work in poor lighting and low quality videos. The solution has also high
local computation demands for speech detection as well as capturing and processing
image to be send for emotion recognition. The time taken from image capturing to
getting the result to other peers has large variation, making it difficult to synchronize
emotions detected and call progress. The emotion-gesture approach has usability
challenges as it requires the user to always keep a certain distance from the camera as
well as always keeping the face within certain angles from the camera for good image
quality that can result in emotion detection. Only the emotion capture was implemented
using the Microsoft Emotion API which requires a dedicated server to connect to the
API for Emotion detection. Gesture capture can be done using OpenCV which also
requires a dedicated sever or Kinect devices connected to the client device. Following
the mentioned poor results of this approach, a conclusion can be reached that this
solution approach is not mature yet to be implemented in web real-time collaboration.
Even though, there are still more opportunities for improvement, the experimental
results obtained in this thesis work has managed to provide answers to all initial research
questions as well as validating hypotheses at the start of the project. With the techniques
and technologies proposed and evaluated in this thesis, it is feasible with slight
modifications to provide a scalable conferencing service based on WebRTC mesh
architecture. The results of the experimental evaluation are used as input in proposing,
designing and developing a scalable WebRTC architecture for the MERCO project.

6.1

Proposed Final Solution
The proposed final solution is a result of the findings by total of 5 Master thesis
executed concurrently under the MERCO project. The solution is a web based remote
collaboration tool with functions including video/audio conferencing, public and private
messaging, file sharing, screen sharing, session audio recording, session mute,
countdown clock, mail API integration, meeting invitation assistance. The architecture
solution of the prototype is given in Figure 6.1. The final deployment and testing will
be done in Microsoft Azure Services.
Testing involves:





WebRTC group calls using laptops
Wireless scenario for WebRTC
Interoperability tests between different web browsers
Mobile environment performance
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6.1.1

Architecture and Components of Final Solution

The basic framework of the final solution is composed of two main components
which are the Fronted and the Backed. The Frontend is deployed as a Web Application
in Microsoft Azure and the Backend is deployed as a Cloud Application. The detailed
description and functionality of the individual components and technologies used is
given bellow. Figure

Figure 6. 1: High Level Final Solution Architecture

Frontend
The Frontend is the face of the system, it is the one that interacts with the user.
Technically, it is the web application which gives the WebRTC service to the user agent
(browser). The technologies and programing languages used in the frontend end include
HTML, JavaScript and CSS. The functions of the frontend are categorized into three
stages, the lobby (invitation) page, the control (command) page and the video feeds
page. The codes for the Frontend are deployed in the webserver and runs on the client
in the client side web browser.
The lobby page allows the user to setup a conference using a unique 128 bits context
id. It also generate two urls (links) that will be used by other remote participants to join
the conference using either video or no video depending on the nature of device and
connection environment. The lobby page also invokes the mail API to conference
invitation through email. User can also set the meeting date, meeting start time and
meeting end time and the agenda of the meeting. These meeting details will be send to
the backend server and later used during the meeting.
The command page carries a lot functions which comprise of the public and private
chat, recording and tagging of session, session muting, screen sharing, raise question,
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polling and agenda editing. It also communicates with the backend server for updating
the stored parameters. The command page is the one carrying a lot of functions used in
remote collaboration. The command page of a specific conference is opened by simple
click on the link containing the unique meeting context id. The command page with
video option automatically invokes the video feeds page. The command page also allows
users to register the name of their remote site like company name or group name.
The video feeds page is responsible for capturing and displaying feeds. This is where
the WebRTC GetUserMedia API runs, it access the device camera and mic and prepares
media to send to other clients. It also receives and displays videos and shared screens
from remote sites. It detects if the user is speaking and adjust the media constraints to
enable system flexibility of using less powerful devices. It also detects if the remote user
is speaking and place adjust the speaking remote video size and position for better
visualization. During the conference, the video feeds page also displays a countdown
clock, the agenda and the conference progress bar. It also displays the registered
company name or group names linked to their corresponding videos.

Backend
The Backend component is invisible to the user, its function are transparent. The
Backend server is deployed in cloud and it must always keep on running to ensure
service availability. It is the one which enable the conference participants to find each
other. The technologies and programing languages used in the frontend end include
XSockets, C#, Origodb. The backend server is made of XSockets controllers and the in
memory Origo database all build in C#.
The XSockets controllers are responsible for signaling and for passing messages and
commands among the conference participants. The XSockets controllers are configured
for a persistent storage property linked to the azure storage classic account using a
Storage Connection String.
The Origodb is an in memory database for storing instant chat messages and shared
files during conferencing. It has very low response time for storing and retrieving data
of around 500kB or less. The data is stored in RAM of the server and can be quickly
retrieved by the joining participants.
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7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis has analyzed and evaluated architectural solutions, signaling
technologies and designed, implemented and evaluated lightweight technical solutions
for improving system flexibility when developing multiparty real-time communication
systems based on WebRTC technology. Three main WebRTC multiparty topologies
(MCU, SFU and Mesh) are described in detail covering their scalability performance in
different use cases. The mesh architecture was selected as the most suitable for this this
thesis project because of its remarkable service scalability since the participants provide
resources required for the conversation.
Furthermore, two signaling solutions and two lightweight collaboration alternatives
are proposed, implemented and evaluated to determine their performance improvement.
A set of key performance indicators are chosen for evaluating the performance of
proposed technologies and techniques. To evaluate the proposed technologies and
techniques, an experimental setup for this thesis was built, and the environment was
used during the development of the whole thesis. Finally, tests are executed after
implementation the proposed technologies and techniques in WebRTC.
Considering signaling, XSockets and Node.Js are the two WebSocket based
signaling solutions which were evaluated based on call set uptime of WebRTC group
call using different browsers and web servers. After tests, conclusion was reached that
XSockets is a better signaling solution, and also it was observed that the type of
webservers and browsers has also influence on the call setup time.
Regarding the system resource utilization issues of the mesh architecture in
WebRTC, two lightweight technical solutions which reduce unnecessary processing and
transferring high quality media streams are proposed and evaluated in this thesis. The
first technique of alternating between transmitting high quality media and low quality
media based on speech detection was implemented and evaluated with respect to
resource usage and usability. The second technique of replacing video with emotions
and gestures based on based on speech detection was investigated with respect to
accuracy and usability.
After the tests using Hark speech analyzer, it was observed that the technique of
transferring high quality stream when a participant is speaking and low quality stream a
participant significantly reduces system resource and network usage, thereby improving
conferencing scalability of mesh. Furthermore, a recommendation is given to use this
technique with machine learning techniques to set media stream quality based on the
participants’ speaking behavior in order to even reduce the computation resource usage
by the speech analyzer. On the other hand, it was observed that the technology available
is not mature yet to replace video by emotions in WebRTC mesh solution as it requires
a dedicated server for image processing.
Though the solution of replacing video with emotions and gestures resulted in poor
system usability and loss of communication details, the experimental results validated
this thesis’ initial hypotheses that the two proposed lightweight solutions would reduce
system resource usage and improve system flexibility in remote collaboration. The
experimental observations also provided answers to this thesis’ research questions. It
was observed that, the conference call setup time increases as the number of people
involved increases, but the degree of impact varies with signaling technologies,
webservers and browsers used. Considering the results of using WebRTC mesh
architecture, XSockets signaling, IIS webserver and chrome browser in Figure 5.1, it
can be seen the optimal maximum number of participants is 6. Another observation
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noticed is that switching between transferring high and low quality video reduces system
resource usage hence enabling the use of less powerful devices in remote collaboration.
The final observation is that using emotions and gestures in place of video significantly
reduces resource usage but resulting in poor usability due to huge loss of information
and low response time.
Based on the experimental observations, architectural and technical solutions are
proposed for developing a MERCO project remote collaboration system prototype with
better service and conference scalability as well as better usability and user experience.
Though not all the functions are implemented, the MERCO prototype is a successful
proof of concept capable of providing digital remote collaboration services with speech
activated high/low media quality switching to reduce systems’ resource usage and
enable system flexibility to allow effective collaboration using less powerful devices
and limited internet connection.
Given the results obtained in this thesis, a conclusion can be reached that using
algorithms and machine learning techniques to put intelligence (situation awareness and
user behavior awareness to dynamically adjust setting based on particular conditions) in
remote collaboration systems will significantly optimize resource usage as well as
improving user experience. Speech detection statistics and network monitoring statistics
can be used as input datasets for machine learning algorithm to make adjustment
decisions.
Future investigations can be done focusing on determining the usability limits of
WebRTC. This is crucial for further expansion of WebRTC as new technologies,
communication frameworks, APIs and browsers are developed. Future works include
the analysis of WebRTC conversations on moving participants (mobile nodes like
tablets and smart phones) to check the call quality and highlight enhancements required
for possible usage of WebRTC in these environments. During this thesis development
only stationary nodes are used. This work also demands the investigation and evaluation
of different browser machine learning techniques to make the system more resource
usage adaptive. One other interesting area to investigate is the use of hybrid architectures
combining Mesh, SFU or MCU solutions to improve quality of experience in multiparty
calls involving heterogeneous devices. Also a deep comprehension of the WebRTC Stats
API is needed for optimal PeerConnection media constraints adjustments to improve the
quality of the session. Finally, a study on cross- browser compatibility is required for of
the browser congestion control mechanisms is required for full interoperability between
vendors and devices. At the development of this thesis, only Chrome and Firefox are
used due to the lack of compatible congestion control mechanisms in some browser
providers.
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APPENDIX
Table I: Total calls startup time in seconds using IIS and Chrome
Number of Remote Streams

XSockets v5.1.2

Node.Js v4.4.4 LTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.245
1.575
3.057
4.720
5.527
6.750
6.501

1.557
1.827
2.043
2.755
3.805
6.147
6.421
7.057
7.205
7.752

Table II: Total calls startup in seconds using Apache and Chrome
Number of Remote Streams

XSockets v5.1.2

Node.Js v4.4.4 LTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.000
1.000
1.200
1.751
3.057
5.730
6.527
6.650
7.501
7.527

1.857
2.527
3.755
4.043
5.705
6.457
6.542
7.057
8.452
8.575

Table III: Total calls startup time in seconds using IIS and Firefox
Number of Remote Streams

XSockets v5.1.2

Node.Js v4.4.4 LTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.926
2.120
2.310
2.851
3.367
6.530
7.427
8.550
9.01
9.271

2.862
3.527
4.755
5.043
6.605
7.458
8.652
9.040
10.210
10.445
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Table IV: Total calls startup time in seconds using Apache and Firefox
Number of Remote Streams

XSockets v5.1.2

Node.Js v4.4.4 LTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.126
2.827
3.625
4.033
5.405
6.650
7.652
8.021
9.210
9.948

2.620
3.270
4.822
6.043
7.501
8.362
9.462
10.010
10.840
11.445

Table V: Average CPU Usage as percentage
Group call progress in sec

Fixed quality video

Speech based video quality
switching

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

16.26
16.47
16.31
16.14
16.26
16.06
15.71
15.60
15.94
16.31

14.97
19.56
16.64
17.26
15.18
15.97
14.48
11.8
17.17
17.06

Table VI: Memory Usage in Mbytes
Group call progress in sec

Fixed quality video

Speech based video quality
switching

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

130.152
130.540
130.696
130.960
131.032
131.416
131.300
131.411
132.092
131.801

124.231
121.321
133.321
129.906
135.486
127.136
134.224
130.9
131.997
133.828
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Table VII: Total (Read + Write) Disk Usage in Kbytes/sec
Group call progress in sec

Fixed quality video

Speech based video quality
switching

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

3.281
3.279
3.279
3.621
3.686
3.686
3.673
3.673
2.983
3.604

2.255
3.666
3.621
2.731
4.099
2.250
5.187
2.525
3.617
7.648

Table VIII: Total (In + Out) Network Usage in Mbytes/sec
Group call progress in sec

Fixed quality video

Speech based video quality
switching

30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300

2.848
2.876
2.919
2.855
2.861
2.840
2.961
2.942
3.000
2.973

1.860
1.916
1.759
2.031
2.133
1.968
2.993
2.056
2.497
2.174
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